








SUMMARY

I. Project Title

A Study on the Long-term Nuclear Policy Direction Responding

the Changes of International and Domestic Nuclear Situation

II. Objectives and Importance of the Project

Under the serious change of nuclear policy environment, it should

be very important to establish policies that can properly respond the

change. To evaluate which policy will become a good nuclear policy in

the 21st century in Korea, this study identifies and proposes proper

policy directions required in the establishment of a long-term nuclear

policy through the analysis of nuclear policy environment.

HI. Scope and Contents of the Project

The scope of this study is to analyse the feature of nuclear policy

environmental changes and to establish nuclear policy directions that

can properly respond the environmental changes.

Firstly, this study identifies policy-environmental changes which

are expected to deeply affect the long-term nuclear perspectives, such

as a potential unbalance of the global/domestic energy supply and the

appearance of new nuclear policy environment after dismantling the

Cold War. Then impacts of the environmental changes on future

nuclear policy directions are qualitatively evaluated.

This study also presents an outline of worldwide nuclear

development direction with the view of nuclear energy's role in

measuring the environmental changes, and finally proposes, through



the strategic planning approach, the long-term nuclear policy directions

which can resolve the domestic energy policy issues.

IV. Results and Proposal for Applications

The long-term nuclear policy directions are proposed with three

aspects of nuclear technology development policy, nuclear regulatory

policy, and tasks required for promoting pro-nuclear movement.

Several nuclear technology areas, such as technology for the

improvement of nuclear economics, safety enhancement technology,

radwaste treatment/disposal technology, fuel recycle technology, and

proliferation-resistant nuclear technology, appear very important in the

future nuclear technology development policy. Nuclear regulation policy

should be established with balancing between public safety and

expansion of nuclear industry. Objectives of nuclear regulation should

be recognized not to collapse a nuclear industry, and the worth of

nuclear regulatory regime may be also meaningful if nuclear industry

can be well developed. It should be necessary to make a proper

atmosphere that can resolve revealed or potential problems and issues

against the harmonious implementation of nuclear policy. For the

purpose, nuclear policy should contain certain policies to promote a

nuclear development, such as social policy, international cooperation

strategy, and national resource allocation policy.

This study can be used as a fundamental data for the

establishment of the long-term nuclear policy in the 21st century in

Korea.
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